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Lot 1 €270Fancy intense greenish yellow - olive

0.14 Carat, Natural Fancy Intense Greenish Yellow Pear Shape, SI1 
4.19 x 2.92 x 1.92 mm
Country of origin: Central Africa
Certificate: IGI
Small pear shaped natural olive green diamond. Although small, the color of this stone is truly exceptional, with a very
bright and intense olive tone. It would beautifully stand out in any jewel. Could look stunning framed by yellow or white
melee diamonds. This is our first very favorite.

Estimate: 270 Click to Bid

Lot 2 €300Fancy intense orange 

0.09 Carat, Natural Fancy Intense Orange, Round Brilliant, SI2
2.77 mm
Country of origin: Brazil
Certificate: IGI
Small brilliant cut orange diamond with a pretty orange color that looks like apricot. This diamond comes with a
certificate from IGI stating it is fancy intense orange, which is very rare. Orange natural color diamonds are amongst
the most sought-after diamonds nowadays.

Estimate: 300 Click to Bid
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Lot 3 €320fancy deep brownish orange

0.19 Carat, Natural Fancy Deep Brownish Orange, Round Brilliant, SI2
3.76 mm
Country of origin: Australia (Argyle)
Certificate: IGI
Brilliant cut natural Brown/Auburn diamond. It has an unusually intense mahogany tone with red reflections. This stone
will stand out remarkably set as a solitaire or surrounded by smaller diamonds. Its magnificent color will sparkle like a
burning fire in a ring or a necklace.

Estimate: 320 Click to Bid

Lot 4 €380Fancy intense yellow

0.23 Carat, Natural Fancy Intense Yellow, Cushion, VS2
3.50 x 3.57 x 2.22 mm
Country of origin: Australia (Ellendale)
Certificate: IGI
A classic cushion cut gives this beautiful natural yellow diamond an extremely elegant touch. Its hue is a very pure
yellow. It is an extremely fresh and bright stone, and has a good clarity. Set in yellow gold, it will make a gorgeous ring
or pendant. 

Estimate: 380 Click to Bid
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Lot 5 €480Fancy intense orange

0.14 Carat, Natural Fancy Intense Orange, Marquise, VS2
2.94 x 5.45 x 1.54 mm
Country of origin: Congo
Certificate: IGI
Stunning marquise cut Orange diamond. Its appetizing mandarin color is truly intense and is more saturated than the
one of ID1846. Additionally, it has a good clarity. These diamonds are very much in demand. Its elegant marquise cut
has the advantage to make it look bigger than its actual size.

Estimate: 480 Click to Bid

Lot 6 €500Fancy deep brown - ambre

0.34 Carat, Natural Fancy Deep Brown, Round Brilliant, VS1
4.36 x 4.44 x 2.85 mm
Country of origin: Australia (Argyle)
Certificate: IGI
Brilliant cut natural Brown diamond. The cut of the stone is very well-proportioned, allowing the color to express all its
intensity. The diamondâ€™s size makes it a rather big diamond that will look amazing set as a solitaire. Pink gold will
enhance its warm toffee tones enriched with deep brown and amber reflections. 

Estimate: 500 Click to Bid
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Lot 7 €550Fancy light yellow

0.41 Carat, Natural Fancy Light Yellow, Radiant, VS1
3.98 x 4.32 x 2.79 mm
Country of origin: South Africa
Certificate: IGI
Sizable radiant cut square yellow diamond with a good clarity. Thanks to its numerous facets this superb stone will
blind you in the sun. Its soft vanilla color makes it an irresistible sparkling treat. Light yellow natural diamonds of this
type are typical from South Africa.

Estimate: 550 Click to Bid

Lot 8 €600Fancy deep orange

0.12 Carat, Natural Fancy Deep Orange, Oval, VS1
3.67 x 2.36 x 1.76 mm
Country of origin: Botswana
Certificate: IGI
This magnificent cushion cut orange diamond has a bright orange juice color with a good clarity. With its original oval
cut it has a very pretty oblong shape that will look stunning in a tension set ring. A trendy color coupled with an
unusual shape make this small fruity diamond an excellent buy.

Estimate: 600 Click to Bid
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Lot 9 €600Fancy greenish yellow

0.23 Carat, Natural Fancy Greenish Yellow, Triangle, VS1
4.90 x 4.72 x 1.81 mm
Country of origin: Venezuela
Certificate: IGI
Outstanding trillion cut diamond. Thanks to its triangular shape, this diamond is spreaded and looks much bigger than
its actual size. It has a fresh light lime color enhanced by a good clarity. This stone has a strong fluorescence, which
makes it a quite spectacular gem in the sun and under black light. Lime natural color diamonds are getting  trendier by
the day and their price is expected to rise quite a lot.

Estimate: 600 Click to Bid

Lot 10 €650Fancy intense yellow

0.21 Carat, Natural Fancy Intense Yellow, Pear Shape, SI2
4.62 x 3.20 x 2.27 mm
Country of origin: South Africa
Certificate: IGI
Pear shaped intense yellow diamond. The saturated lemon yellow color of this superb diamond is enhanced by its
classic pear shape. A full and beautiful shape that will look fabulous set in yellow gold. A drop of shiny sun sparkling at
your finger or your neck.  

Estimate: 650 Click to Bid
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Lot 11 €850Fancy deep orange brown

0.31 Carat, Natural Fancy Deep Orange Brown, Oval, SI1
3.89 x 5.24 x 2.32 mm
Country of origin: Congo
Certificate: IGI
Imposing oval Amber diamond. This sizable stone has a very strong presence. Its deep color makes it look like it is
caramelized. The facets reveal warm reddish and cognac tones that sparkle like a burning fire.

Estimate: 850 Click to Bid

Lot 12 €850Fancy light blue

0.12 Carat, Natural Light Blue, Round Brilliant, SI
3.05 x 1.99 mm
Country of origin: South Africa
Certificate: GIA
Round blue natural color diamond. It has a subtle light blue color, very delicate and soft. Unlike many light blue
diamonds, this superb stone doesnâ€™t contain any gray tones. As it originates from mines that are now closed,
diamonds of this kind are not produced anymore. 

Estimate: 850 Click to Bid
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Lot 13 €900Fancy pink purple

0.12 Carat, Natural Fancy Purple Pink, Oval, SI1
3.23 x 2.56 x 1.93 mm
Country of origin: Central Africa
Certificate: IGI
Oval cut purple diamond. This stone has a lovely lilac color that will stand out gorgeously in a jewel. Pink natural color
diamonds are extremely prized. As for purple diamonds, they are amongst the rarest in the world. 

Estimate: 900 Click to Bid

Lot 14 €900Fancy vivid orangy yellow

0.16 Carat, Natural Fancy Vivid Orangy Yellow, Radiant, VS
3.68 x 2.73 x 1.89 mm
Country of origin: Botswana
Certificate: IGI
Ravishing orangy yellow diamond. Thanks to its rectangle shape, the stone is very spreaded and looks bigger than its
actual size. Itâ€™s a bright stone with a good clarity. Its pretty radiant cut enhances its soft orangy yellow tone and the
facets stand out spectacularly. A very beautiful diamond that will add sunny flashes to any jewelry.

Estimate: 900 Click to Bid
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Lot 15 €900Fancy intense greenish yellow lime

0.19 Carat, Natural Fancy Intense Greenish Yellow Lime, Round Brilliant, SI1
3.70 x 3.72 x 2.26 mm
Country of origin: Venezuela 
Certificate: IGI
This round green diamond has an outstanding lime color. It possesses a good clarity and a strong fluorescence, which
is a natural phenomenon observed in most lime diamonds. It is a good point because fluorescence enhances the
stoneâ€™s brightness. Thus it will stand out impressively in the sun or under black light.

Estimate: 900 Click to Bid

Lot 16 €1100Fancy intense orange

0.20 Carat, Natural Fancy Intense Orange, Baguette, VS2
3.41 x 4.14 mm
Country of origin: South Africa
Certificate: IGI
Exquisite orange diamond step cut into a baguette. Step cuts are very rare in natural color diamonds because it
diminishes the intensity of the color. The stoneâ€™s unusual cut highlights its clarity, letting the facets reveal different
tones of orange. This uncommon natural orange diamond looks like a clear apricot with a very modern, graphic shape.
It is a wonderful fruity diamond that will look great by itself set in a ring.

Estimate: 1100 Click to Bid
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Lot 17 €1100Fancy vivid orange

0.19 Carat, Natural Fancy Vivid Orange, Marquise, SI1
5.17 x 2.78 x 2.18 mm
Country of origin: South Africa
Certificate: IGI
Outstanding marquise-cut orange diamond. This gorgeous wonder of nature has an extremely saturated pumpkin
tone. The many facets of the diamond highlight its brightness, displaying endless sunny reflections. Diamonds of this
color are highly in demand. Will look great in a tension setting.

Estimate: 1100 Click to Bid

Lot 18 €1450Fancy deep orange

0.35 Carat, Natural Fancy Deep Orange, Emerald, SI1
4.67 x 3.44 x 2.39 mm
Country of origin: Congo
Certificate: IGI
This orange diamond has a magnificent saffron tone, like an old whisky with a hint of honey. The emerald cut is very
rare in natural color diamonds because it lowers the hueâ€™s intensity. The highly contrasted facets reveal numerous
hues, covering a palette of yellow, orange, brown and gold. It could look stunning as a solitaire or surrounded by
melee yellow diamonds.

Estimate: 1450 Click to Bid
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Lot 19 €1500Fancy deep orange

0.36 Carat, Natural Fancy Deep Orange, Marquise, VS1
3.63 x 6.46 x 2.58 mm
Country of origin: Congo
Certificate: IGI
Opulent cognac marquise cut diamond. This stone is typical of the deep orange natural color diamonds from Congo.
The magnificent cognac hue of this diamond is very intense and complex. It is perfectly highlighted by the many facets
of a beautifully proportioned marquise cut. Letting your eye travel in the stone, you will find red reflections as well as
yellow and bright orange flashes.

Estimate: 1500 Click to Bid

Lot 20 €1550fancy intense orange-yellow

0.24 Carat, Natural Fancy Intense Orange Yellow, Round Brilliant, VS1
3.85 x 3.94 x 2.53 mm
Country of origin: Congo
Certificate: GIA
Stunning brilliant cut orange diamond. This wonderful stone possesses a strong saffron color that is very trendy and
popular nowadays. The facets reveal all the brightness of this gemstone. It is a very warm and lively color diamond.

Estimate: 1550 Click to Bid
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Lot 21 €1750Fancy intense greenish yellow

0.33 Carat, Natural Fancy Intense Greenish Yellow, Radiant, VS1
3.75 x 4.24 x 2.40 mm
Country of origin: Venezuela
Certificate: IGI
Wonderful lime green diamond, princess cut into a square. With its beautiful shape and perfect volume, this fascinating
gem has an irresistible classic charm. Its soft lime color is very rare. This fresh tone is typical of lime color diamonds
from Venezuela but also Guinea as these two countries were once part of the same continent.

Estimate: 1750 Click to Bid

Lot 22 €1800Fancy gray

0.53 Carat, Natural Fancy Gray, Round Brilliant, SI2
5.37 x 3.04 mm
Country of origin: Central Africa
Certificate: IGI 
This sizable natural gray diamond has a beautiful deep mid-gray tone found very rarely in diamonds. Additionally,
fancy gray diamonds of this size are quite unusual. It is extremely bright and completely transparent. It would make a
stunning solitaire surrounded with white or pink diamonds. 

Estimate: 1800 Click to Bid
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Lot 23 €1900Fancy intense yellow

0.36 Carat, Natural Fancy Intense Yellow, Round Brilliant, VS1
4.53 x 2.80 mm
Country of origin: South Africa
Certificate: GIA
This brilliant cut bright yellow diamond possesses a beautiful intense canary yellow color. It is a very sunny tone,
extremely bright and saturated. Set as a solitaire or as a pendant, it will shine like a true ray of sunlight.

Estimate: 1900 Click to Bid

Lot 24 €2200Fancy purplish pink

0.23 Carat, Natural Fancy Purplish Pink, Round Brilliant, I1
3.94 x 2.36 mm
Country of origin: Australia
Certificate: Argyle
This gorgeous brilliant cut pink diamond comes from the famous Argyle mine that will allegedly close in 2021. Soon,
pink diamonds of this type wonâ€™t be produced anymore. Additionally, it is fairly big compared to most Argyle pink
diamonds. Comes with an Argyle certificate with a laser inscription on the girdle. 

Estimate: 2200 Click to Bid
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Lot 25 €2300fancy vivid green yellow

0.19 Carat, Natural Fancy Vivid Green Yellow, Round Brilliant, VS1
3.67 x 3.76 x 2.19 mm
Country of origin: Venezuela
Certificate: IGI
The intense lime color of this outstanding round diamond is quite rare. Diamonds of this type are typical from
Venezuela. Its intense tone comes from its strong fluorescence: in green diamonds, the more fluorescence, the more
beautiful the color. Its glow will be particularly spectacular in the sun or under black light.

Estimate: 2300 Click to Bid

Lot 26 €2300Fancy deep brown pink

0.26 Carat, Natural Fancy Deep Brown Pink, Round Brilliant, VS1
3.92 x 2.57 mm
Country of origin: Australia (Argyle)
Certificate: GIA
Beautiful pink mahogany diamond. This round natural color diamond has a very subtle color that could be compared to
a sunset, revealing mahogany, deep brown, and soft pink nuances. Itâ€™s a warm hue that is quite uncommon and
catches your eyes. 

Estimate: 2300 Click to Bid
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Lot 27 €2500Fancy light pink 

0.36 Carat, Natural Fancy Light Pink, Radiant, SI2
4.76 x 3.49 x 2.44 mm
Country of origin: Australia (Argyle)
Certificate: IGI
Ravishing radiant cut pink diamond. The size of this stone is rather uncommon for an Argyle pink diamond. It has a
ravishing pure light pink color enhanced by a classic shape. It is an extremely luminous and fresh baby pink natural
color diamond. Set in rose gold as such or surrounded by white diamonds, it will make a spectacular effect.

Estimate: 2500 Click to Bid

Lot 28 €2500Fancy intense yellow green

0.22 Carat, Natural Fancy Intense Yellow Green, Cushion, SI1
4.76 x 3.49 x 2.44 mm
Country of origin: Venezuela
Certificate: IGI
This magnificent natural lime diamond typical from Venezuela has a highly saturated color due to its strong
fluorescence. It is cushion cut into a square, which enhances the many nuances of green of this impressive treasure of
nature. 

Estimate: 2500 Click to Bid
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Lot 29 €2700Fancy intense purplish pink

0.10 Carat, Natural Fancy Intense Purplish Pink, Round Brilliant, VS2
3.08 x 1.82 mm
Country of origin: Australia (Argyle)
Certificate: GIA
This unique diamond has a strong raspberry color, which is amongst the rarest found in the Argyle mine. Argyle pink
diamonds are already high in demand, but as the mine has announced its closing, they have become even more
desirable. This is a sumptuous gemstone that could stand out amazingly in a rose gold tension set ring.

Estimate: 2700 Click to Bid

Lot 30 €2900Fancy dark brown

1.06 Carat, Natural Fancy Dark Brown, Pear Shape, VS1
7.75 x 5.53 x 3.64 mm
Country of origin: Central Africa
Certificate: IGI
Important pear shaped Brown/Chocolate diamond. This sizable chocolate drop has a marvelous deep brown color,
enriched with toffee and orange reflections. Its full shape enhances its warm tones. You can just imagine it set as a
pendant in the hollow of your neck.

Estimate: 2900 Click to Bid
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Lot 31 €2900Fancy vivid yellowish orange

0.27 Carat, Natural Fancy Vivid Yellowish Orange, Oval, SI2 
4.87 x 3.47 x 2.21 mm
Country of origin: South Africa
Certificate: GIA
Exceptional oval cushion cut orange diamond. This diamond has a vivid pumpkin color, typical from South Africa.
Although very few are found each year in the world pumpkin color diamonds have become extremely trendy recently.
Its cushion cut highlights the infinite nuances of its sunny tones. It is a bright diamond that wonâ€™t go unnoticed. 

Estimate: 2900 Click to Bid

Lot 32 €3500Fancy deep brown pink

0.31 Carat, Natural Fancy Deep Brown Pink, Oval , VS1
5.15 x 3.34 x 2.49 mm
Country of origin: Australia (Argyle)
Certificate: GIA
Another of our favorites, this gorgeous deep pink mahogany natural diamond has an exceptional presence. Its
elongated cushion cut oval shape enhances its fiery brightness. The color of this exceptional pink stone is a subtle
intense orangy pink. It will stand out impressively in any jewel. 

Estimate: 3500 Click to Bid
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Lot 33 €3500Fancy gray violet

0.10 Carat, Natural Fancy Gray Violet, Oval, VS1 
3.47 x 2.58 x 1.65 mm
Country of origin: Australia (Argyle)
Certificate: GIA
This exquisite natural violet diamond has an intense grayish violet blue color, typical from Australia. It belongs to the
best specimens of purple and violet diamonds in the world. Its highly saturated color is enhanced by a fabulous
brightness. Lately, diamonds like this one have reached record prices on the market.

Estimate: 3500 Click to Bid

Lot 34 €4200Fancy deep brownish pink

0.31 Carat, Natural Fancy Deep Brownish Pink, Square Shape, SI1
3.92 x 3.81 x 2.30
Country of origin: Australia (Argyle)
Certificate: GIA
This radiant cut natural color diamond has a fascinating burgundy color. Its hue is so saturated it appears almost red
(the rarest and most expensive color in diamonds). Again, this gorgeous little gem is a good example of the most
beautiful specimens from the Australian Argyle mine. This diamond is graded SI, which means it has a small inclusion,
but it is not visible to the naked eye.

Estimate: 4200 Click to Bid
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Lot 35 €4600Fancy vivid yellow-orange

0.45 Carat, Natural Fancy Vivid Yellow Orange, Princess, SI2
4.20 x 3.98 x 2.68 mm
Country of origin: Botswana
Certificate: GIA
Radiant cut into a square, this magnificent natural yellow orange diamond has the color of a burning fire and an
excellent clarity. The princess cut is uncommon in natural color diamonds. The advantage of this shape is that it
visually enlarges the stone. It will strongly stand out set in a jewel.

Estimate: 4600 Click to Bid

Lot 36 €4700Fancy pink - Argyle

0.25 Carat, Natural Fancy pink, Round Brilliant, SI2
4.03 x 2.51 mm
Country of origin: Australia (Argyle)
Certificate: Argyle
This wonderful fancy pink diamond of 0.25 carat is rather big for an Argyle pink diamond. Its color is a lovely classic
rose. For an impressive ring, set it as a pair with another Argyle diamond: a 0.23 carat steel blue one, coming later.
Country of origin: Australia (Argyle)

Estimate: 4700 Click to Bid
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Lot 37 €4700Fancy brown

1.79 Carat, Natural Fancy Brown, Radiant, SI2
6.09 x 6.78 x 4.77
Country of origin: Australia (Argyle)
Certificate: IGI
Important princess cut Brown/Toffee diamond radiant cut into a rectangle. The soft tones of this impressive diamond
are revealed by its radiant cut: the stone shows toffee and deep brown fires, reminding you of a bright glace chestnut.
You wonâ€™t see its tiny inclusions with the naked eye. This imposing stone would look fabulous set as a solitaire for
an unusual engagement ring.

Estimate: 4700 Click to Bid

Lot 38 €5000Fancy vivid orange yellow

0.47 Carat, Natural Fancy Vivid Orange Yellow, Oval, VS2
4.73 x 3.71 x 2.68 mm
Country of origin: South Africa
Certificate: GIA
Superb jonquille cushion cut rectangular diamond of a fairly important size. Its amazing intense daffodil color is
regarded as one of the most beautiful tones in the world of natural color diamonds. The facets enhance the fire of the
stone, which appears full of life. 

Estimate: 5000 Click to Bid
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Lot 39 €5400Light green yellow

1.10 Carat, Natural Light Green Yellow, Oval, SI1 
7.19 x 5.29 x 3.44 mm
Country of origin: British Guyana
Certificate: GIA
The oval cushion cut enhances the delicate light green tones of this radiant stone, typical from British Guyana. It has
an impressive brightness that shows delicate shades of light green and yellow. It sparkles like the pure water of a river
in the sun. Green natural color diamonds are extremely rare and sought-after. It could be purchased as an investment
but should definitely be worn.

Estimate: 5400 Click to Bid

Lot 40 €5400Fancy intense green yellow old cut

0.43 Carat, Natural Fancy Intense Green Yellow, Round Brilliant, VS2
4.40 x 2.94 mm
Country of origin: Venezuela
Certificate: GIA
Exquisite bright green diamond. This wonderful bright lime stone is one of our very favorites. Its main charm lies in the
fact that it has an old cut, which doesnâ€™t exist anymore. We have deliberately chosen to leave it in its original state,
as old cut natural color diamonds are extremely rare. Its intense color is truly superb as well, reminding you of a green
landscape in a spring sun.

Estimate: 5400 Click to Bid
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Lot 41 €5500Fancy dark greenish brown

1.76 Carat, Natural Fancy Dark Greenish Brown, Radiant, VS1
6.86 x 7.85 x 4.14 mm
Country of origin: Russia
Certificate: IGI
Impressive olive green diamond. This beautiful radiant cut rectangular diamond has a deep khaki tone enriched with
olive and dark brown fires. It will look different depending on the light in which you look at it. This gorgeous diamond
would look amazing set as a solitaire in yellow gold.

Estimate: 5500 Click to Bid

Lot 42 €5500Fancy greenish brown

1.77 Carat, Natural Fancy Greenish Brown, Hexagonal stepcut, VS2
7.69 x 7.41 x 4.04 mm
Country of origin: South Africa
Certificate: IGI
Uncommon coffee diamond. The hexagonal stepcut is extremely rare in natural color diamonds. It allows for a
mesmerizing play of light through the stone. This marvelous glace chestnut gem shows strongly contrasted hues, with
coffee, light brown and khaki fires.  

Estimate: 5500 Click to Bid
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Lot 43 €5700Fancy dark gray greenish yellow

1.02 Carat, Natural Fancy Dark Gray Greenish Yellow, Radiant, SI1
5.48 x 5.41 x 3.67 mm
Country of origin: Russia
Certificate: GIA
This beautiful square radiant cut diamond has a subtle yellow green color that could be compared to straw. Thanks to
the radiant cut, the play of light reveals light olive and khaki tones. With its perfectly proportioned shape, this diamond
would make a superb solitaire or pendant.

Estimate: 5700 Click to Bid

Lot 44 €6100Fancy intense orangy pink

0.27 Carat, Natural Fancy intense orangy pink, Radiant, VS1
4.32 x 3.47 x 2.10
Country of origin: Australia (Argyle)
Certificate: GIA
Radiant cut into a rectangle, this magic stone has an irresistible charm. Its saturated strawberry pink color is enhanced
by a great brightness. Like most Argyle pink diamonds it is a rather small stone, but it is a spread diamond that looks
bigger than its size. Additionally, its color will make it stand out hugely in a jewel. 

Estimate: 6100 Click to Bid
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Lot 45 €6200Fancy orangy pink

0.37 Carat, Natural Fancy Orangy Pink, Radiant, VS1
4.19 x 3.45 x 2.71 mm
Country of origin: Australia (Argyle)
Certificate: GIA
Fabulous pink diamond radiant cut into a rectangle. Another good example of the famous Argyle pink diamonds,
bound to become collector stones. This ravishing old rose natural color diamond possesses a strong brightness. It has
a very fresh tone of pink that reminds you of baby pink. As an engagement ring, it would look gorgeous surrounded by
white melee diamonds.

Estimate: 6200 Click to Bid

Lot 46 €6200Fancy light yellow green

0.87 Carat, Natural Light Yellow Green, Radiant, VS1
4.72 x 5.12 x 4.13 mm
Country of origin: British Guyana
Certificate: GIA
Princess cut into a rectangle, this outstanding light green stone is typical from British Guyana. It is a fairly important
stone that will make a perfect engagement ring. White gold would make a great contrast with its delicate light green
color. Like most green natural color diamonds, it shows a strong fluorescence, which is an additional advantage. 

Estimate: 6200 Click to Bid
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Lot 47 €6200Fancy intense yellow

1.18 Carat, Natural Fancy Intense Yellow, Pear Shape, VVS2
7.95 x 4.96 x 4.06 mm
Country of origin: South Africa
Certificate: GIA
Radiant intense Yellow diamond. This perfectly canary yellow diamond will make an amazing pendant: its pear shape
is ideal for that type of jewel. It is an extremely bright and sunny diamond that conveys elegance and style.

Estimate: 6200 Click to Bid

Lot 48 €7000Fancy deep bluish gray

0.23 Carat, Natural Fancy Deep Bluish Gray, Round Brilliant, , VS1
3.92 x 2.43 mm
Country of origin: Australia (Argyle)
Certificate: IGI
Fabulous steel blue diamond cut into a brilliant. Like nearly all natural blue diamonds from Argyle, this stone is rather
small but has a steel blue color typical from Australia. It is a very elegant deep color, quite unusual in natural color
diamonds. It would make a great pair set in a yin yang style ring with the lot 36. 

Estimate: 7000 Click to Bid
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Lot 49 €7500Fancy light blue

0.23 Carat, Natural Fancy Light Blue, Marquise Shape, VS1
8.22 x 3.03 x 1.43 mm
Country of origin: South Africa
Certificate: GIA
This remarkable marquise cut blue diamond is a one-of-a-kind stone that has a true charisma. Another very favorite of
this online auction. Its elongated marquise cut gives it a unique elegance. Additionally, this cut has the advantage to
make the diamond appear bigger than its actual size. This specific color is typical from South Africa and has become
even rarer since the mine that produced these diamonds has closed.

Estimate: 7500 Click to Bid

Lot 50 €7500Fancy brownish pink

0.52 Carat, Natural Fancy Brownish Pink, Radiant, VS1
4.46 x 4.01 x 3.28 mm
Country of origin: Australia (Argyle)
Certificate: GIA
This ravishing radiant cut rectangular diamond has a gorgeous old rose color, like a soft powder, typical from Australia.
Seen in daylight, it is a very bright stone, full of life. Its tiny inclusions canâ€™t be seen with the naked eye. 

Estimate: 7500 Click to Bid
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